
Lee Powder Measure Kit ..................................................................................... #Lee-Measure
Fifteen powder dippers, uniformly graduated, proportioned, and marked. The slide card shows 

the charge in grains tha each measure will dispense, for every type of powder. Handy when devel-
oping black powder and early smokeless cartridge rifle hand loads. Easy to use, easy to inspect.
#Lee-Measure powder dippers, set of 15, graduated only $10.19

Lee Adustable Shot Dipper ........................................................................... #Lee-Shot-Dipper
Accurately measure lead, bismuth and steel. Telescoping cup adjustable from 7/8 to 1-7/8 oz. 

Calibrated for lead shot. Works perfectly for large pellet sizes. With steel, simply count out pellets 
or weigh and set dipper accordingly. 
#Lee-Shot-Dipper shot dipper, adjustable 7/8 - 1-7/8 oz. only $ 3.29
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Additional Lee Precision products
are shown at www.trackofthewolf.com

Lee Pro Auto Disk Powder Measure ...................................................................... #Lee-90429
Elastomer wiper and Teflon coated metal casting makes this a smooth operating measure. Will 

not cut powder and almost totally eliminates leakage. Large hopper with shut-off valve is attached 
with brass thumb nuts for the ultimate in disk changing convenience. Increased safety with positive 
pull-back lever. Included swivel adaptor and spring return lever with spring. Comes with a complete 
set of 4 disks. Each disk has six cavities, so you get 24 cavities in all. The chart included on the 
rear of the instruction sheet lists the capacity of each cavity with every type of powder. 
#Lee-90429 Lee Pro Auto Powder Measure only $40.99

Lee Auto Disk Riser ................................................................................................. #Lee-90041
Installs between the Lee Powder through expanding die and the Auto-Disk Powder Measure. 

Allows convenient use of other brands of dies that have extended adjusting screws and provides 
clearance for the Lee Safety prime.
#Lee-90041 Auto Disk Riser only $ 7.99

Lee Rifle Charging Die ............................................................................................ #Lee-90194
Die is used to charge small capacity rifle cases using the Auto-Disk Powder Measure. It works 

the same as the pistol powder through expanding dies except it doesn’t expand the case mouth. 
Rifle case expansion is normally done in the sizing die. 
#Lee-90194 Lee Rifle Charging Die only $11.99

Lee Powder Handling

Lee Perfect Powder Measure .................................................................................. #Lee-90058
A soft elastomer wiper strikes off the metering chamber. A nylon cone shaped drum adjusted 

to zero clearance. A micro meter adjuster that reads directly in cubic centimeters. Just multiply 
the charge in grains by the cc for one grain and you have the setting. The metering chamber is 
the proper size for large rifle charges and the strike off opening small enough to work well with 
pistol size charges to over 100 grains.

Changing Powder is easy. Rotate the hopper to shut off the flow, and the hopper can be lifted off.  
#Lee-90058 Lee Perfect Powder Measure only $24.59

Lee Safety Scale ....................................................................................................... #Lee-Scale
Magnetically damped with approach to weight. The beam is made from tough phenolic resin. 

Sensitive and readable to 1/20 grain.  
#Lee-Scale Lee Safety Scale only $23.59

Lee Powder Funnel ................................................................................................#Lee-Funnel
A large unbreakable funnel that fits all cases from .22 to .45 caliber. A hole in the flange permits 

mounting it to a bench.
We use this funnel when making black powder hand loads. We gently  enlarged the hole in 

our funnel, using a round file, to allow black powder to quickly fill the .45-70 and Sharps cases.
#Lee-Funnel powder funnel, plastic only $  2.99
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